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Résumé

The railway industry is a long term user of formal methods, especially in France. For more than 30 years, both infrastructure managers and industrial suppliers are intensively using formal tools to increase confidence in the critical parts of railway systems. This is strongly encouraged by the certification authorities, since the standard in the area highly recommends such application. Most famous success stories in this context involve B Method (Siemens/RATP for Line 14 and others), SCADE with corresponding tools (eg Thales for Line 13), and HLL the current standard language required in tenders (eg for ARGOS SNCF). Prover provides formal methods solutions for 30 years and in particular a tool suite for HLL including a model-checker based on SAT solvers. In this talk, we will present the typical activities performed on a daily basis, and the systems along with their properties that are currently analyzed. We will also present some trends and further goals.